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Generally, in existing distributed systems, a centralized license server is used to
service particular requests of users to use a floating license for a software package. When a
user wishes to use a license, the user sends a request to a centralized license server which
controls access to the licenses. If the server crashes, no users can obtain a license. This
single point of failure is a serious drawback. A distributed license server can overcome this
disadvantage. It can be used to control access to floating licenses, and it can increase the
reliability of the system, as well.
In a distributed license server, there are N servers that contain identical license
resources shared by nodes or users, and k licenses that can be used by users
simultaneously.
The purpose of this thesis is to design and implement a distributed license server by
using the concept of k-coteries and a distributed k-mutual exclusion algorithm to control
access to the licenses. The server allows at most k processes to obtain a license and use the
software package at the same time. In order to construct the nondominated k-coterie used
by the servers, the vote assignment algorithm proposed by Ginanjar [G95] is used.
Furthermore, in order to control access to the licenses, the distributed k-mutual exclusion
algorithm of Kakugawa, Fujita, Yamashita, and Ae [KFYA95] is used in this thesis. This
algorithm is a permission-based algorithm in which a process wishing to enter a critical
section (obtain a license) asks other processes for permission and retains permission until it
leaves the critical section.
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This thesis contains seven chapters. The second chapter briefly reviews basic
concepts and definitions including quorum, coterie, and k-coterie. The vote assignment
algorithm of Ginanjar is presented in Chapter III. The design implementation of a
distributed license server is discussed in Chapter IV. The concept of Lamport's logical
clocks is also presented. Then, modifications to enhance performance is discussed in
Chapter V. The performance of the system is analyzed in Chapter VI. Finally, conclusions
and future work are included in Chapter VII.
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CHAPTER II
BASIC CONCEPTS AND DEFINITIONS
The followings are the concepts and definitions of some terms used in this thesis
[FY9I, KFYA93, NM94]. Let U denote a non-empty set of nodes in a distributed system.
A quorum is a collection of set of nodes in the system.
A coterie is a collection of quorums; in particular, Q is a coterie under U if it satisfies the
following conditions:
(I) If G E Q, then G ~ 0 and G C U;
(2) Minimality Property: for any two distinct quorums G, H C Q, G Cl- H;
(3) Intersection Property: if G, H E Q, then G n H ¢ 0.
A k-coterie is an extension of a coterie. A k-coterie is a collection of k pairwise disjoint
quorums. Formally, Q is a k-coterie under U if the following three conditions hold:
(1) Minimality Property:
For any two distinct quorums G, H E Q, G Cl- H.
(2) Intersection Property:
For any (k+I) quorums G I, ... ,Gk+ I E Q, there exists a pair of quorums
intersecting each other.
(3) Non-intersection Property:
For any (h < k) and any set of h pairwise disjoint quorums D ={GI, ... Gh}
C Q; there exists a quorum G E Q such that G n Gi = 0 for all Gi ED.
Property (2) guarantees that at most k processes can enter their critical sections
(e.g., obtain a license) at the same time. Moreover, by property (3), if less than k
processes have obtained licenses, then a process wishing to obtain a license can do so by
selecting an appropriate quorum.
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Dominated and Nondominated k-coteries
Let Q1 and Q2 be k-coteries under U. Then Q1 dominates Q2 if
(1) Ql ~ Q2
(2) (VH EQ2) [3G EQI such that G C H]




Neilsen and Mizuno have shown that nondominated k-coteries are the most resilient
to network and site failures [NM94], so we focus on nondominated k-coteries. Since we
assume that there are N identical license servers with at most k licenses, we need an
algorithm that can form a nondominated k-coterie for any values of N and k.
Ginanjar proposed a vote assignment algorithm that can be used to construct a
nondominated k-coterie for any values of Nand k [G95].
Vote Assignment Algorithm
Let S be the set of N nodes (license servers) in the system, and let k be an integer (1
s k s N). Let v denotes a vote assignment function from S to Z (v: S ....-+ Z, where Z is
the set of nonnegative integers).






(k + l)MAl - 1
If N = TOT, every node has the same number of votes: one vote; otherwise, let M
be a subset of S such that 1M =TOT - N. Every node in M has two votes, the others have
one vote.
Let v(a) be the number of votes assigned to node a; a E S.
v(a)
Va EM
Va E S - M
Nodes with more than one vote have more power than the others.
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A subset G in S is called a quorum if the number of votes assigned to Gis:
v(G)
if MAl is odd and G C M
otherwise
A k-coterie Q is the collection of all quorums.
For example, let S = {I,2,3,4,5}. That is, N = 5. Let k = 3. Then, MAl = 2, and
TOT = 7. Since TOT> N, IMI = TOT - N = 2. Assume that, {I,2} e M, then nodes in
{I,2} have two votes, and nodes in {3,4,5} have one vote. The resulting k-coterie is:
{{I}, {2}, {3,4}, {3,5}, {4,5}}




In this implementation, we assume that there are N identical license servers with at
most k licenses; Nand k are integers, and N ~ k. These license servers are shared among
nodes (users) in a distributed system. Each node can access at most one license at a time,
and each license server can be accessed by at most one node at a time. Since there are k
licenses, at most k nodes can access k license servers simultaneously. In order to control
access to the licenses, we use the concept of k-coteries, which is generally used to solve k-
mutual exclusion problems, and distributed k-mutual exclusion algorithm.
Assume that, on each license server, there are 2 interfaces: a client interface (called
the local license manager or LLM) and a server interface (called the remote license
controller or RLC). An LLM controls access to RLCs while an RLC services requests sent






Figure 1. Distributed license servers.
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System Initialization
When a license server is initialized, the LLM sends messages to all RLCs on all
license servers and checks if any of them are running (the addresses of all license servers
and the maximum number of licenses (k) will be kept in a file which will be copied and
kept on every server.) Before a user can successfully connect to a license server, all license
servers must be started up. That is, all LLMs must be able to communicate with all RLCs
in the system as shown in Figure 2. Each LLM then forms a k-coterie by using the vote
assignment algorithm proposed by Oinanjar [095]. This k-coterie is identical to the k-
coteries formed by all other LLMs. The LLM uses the k-coterie to determine which
quorum of servers should be contacted to obtain a license. Each RLC is allowed to grant







Figure 2. System initialization.
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Each LLM has local variables YES and NOTNOW. YES is a queue keeping RLC
processes which have sent permissions (by message OK) to the LLM. NOTNOW keeps
RLCs sending WAIT messages to indicate that they could not give permissions to the
LLM.
An RLC also has its local variables: PERM and QUEUE. PERM keeps the LLM
which has received an OK from this RLC, but has not sent a RELEASE message to tell that
a user has finished using the software. Since an RLC never gives permission to two LLMs
at one time, PERM can be empty or contains only one LLM. QUEUE keeps requests from
LLMs in timestamp order.
Initially, these four variables: YES, NOTNOW, PERM, and QUEUE are set to be
nil or empty.
Run-time Algorithms
Let Ri be the RLC at server i, and Li be the LLM at server i. When a user wants to
obtain a license, a request is sent to Li. The license server Li keeps this request on a queue
(called the user queue). In order to avoid deadlocks and starvation, a timestamp (t, p) is
attached to each request. Time t is the logical time at which a user initiates a request, and p
is a system-wide unique identifier for the LLM [KFYA95]. Since p is unique, so is the
timestamp (t, p). In order to calculate logical time t, we use Lamport's logical clocks
[SS94] as follow:
Let Ci be a clock at each process Pi ; a, b are events; Ci (a) is a function related to
any event a. The logical time is:
(1) if a and b are two successive events in Pi , and a occurs before b denoted
(a ~b), then
Ci(b) =Ci(a) + d (d> 0);
That is, ifa ~b, then Ci(a) < Ci(b). Usually, d is equal to 1.
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(2) Let a be the event of sending a message in Pi, and b be the corresponding
event of receiving the message in Pk, then
When Pk receives a message, Ck is set to a value greater or
equal to its present value and greater than Ci.
Ck(b) = max(Ck(b), Ci(a) + d)
For example:
(d > 0)






e21 e23 e24 e26
figure 3. Lamport's logical clocks.
From Figure 3, let d = 1, and Ci(k) denotes the clock related to event k at Pi.
Initially, CI and C2 are set to zero. When ell occurs, CI is incremented by 1 (CI(ell) =
1). Since ell and el2 are two successive events, CI(eI2) = 2. Since P2 sends a message
from e21 to el3 of PI, CI(eI3) =max(CI(eI3), C2(e21) + 1) =max(3, 1+1) =3, and the
logical time at e22 of P2 is C2(e22) =max(2, 3+1) =4, and so on.
After receiving a request, Li will send requests to RLCs using the quorums passed
in the initialization step. Since the distributed k-mutual exclusion algorithm (k-mutex
algorithm) proposed by Kakugawa, Fujita, Yamashita, and Ae [KFYA93, KFYA95] is a
permission-based algorithm which uses the concept of k-coteries to allow at most k
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processes to obtain at most k licenses at the same time, we applied and modified this k-
mutex algorithm in this thesis. The modified algorithm is:
Let X be a k-coterie under the set S ={Rl, R2, ... , RN}, and Q be a quorum in X.
- When receiving a request from a user, Li submits a request (t, Li) to each member
(RLCs) of a quorum Q in X and waits for an OK or WAIT message from those RLCs.
- If Li has gathered permission from each member in Q, Li sends permission to the
user. After that, the user uses the licensed software. Upon termination, a FINISH
message is sent to Li. Then, Li sends a RELEASE to all members in Q.
- If some RLCs in Q answer WAIT, Li adds the RLCs answering OK to YES and
adds the RLCs sending WAIT messages to NOTNOW. After that, Li selects another
quorum Q" in X whose members must not be in NOTNOW, and Q" must be a quorum
maximizing IQ" n YESI; repeat the procedure from the first step. If there is no such Q"
quorum satisfying the condition, Li has to wait for OK messages from RLCs in
NOTNOW.
- If an RLC in NOTNOW sends an OK to Li during the above procedure, Li moves
this RLC from NOTNOW to YES and check if there is a quorum whose members are
included in YES. If the test is successful, Li sends a message with an address of a license
server (randomly chosen) in the selected quorum to a user in the user queue. The user then
can use the software.
- When user finishes using the software, he sends a ANISH message to Li. Next,
Li sends a RELEASE to each RLC in YES n Q. If at that time, there is no more request
from users, Li sends RELEASE messages to all RLCs in YES U NOTNOW.
- When RLC gets a request (t, Li) from Li, if PERM is empty, RLC sends an OK to
Li and inserts the request to PERM.
- If PERM (with request (tp, Lp)) is not empty, RLC adds the request (t, Li) in
QUEUE. After that, RLC checks whether the request (t, Li) is the smallest timestamp (the
highest priority) among those in QUEUE and PERM. Let request (tQ, LQ) be the smallest
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timestamp in QUEUE. If (t, Li) > min {(tQ, LQ), (tp, Lp)} , RLC sends a WAIT to Li.
Otherwise, RLC sends QUERY message to Lp in PERM in order to ask if Lp has already
got a license; wait for an answer (RELINQUISH or RELEASE message) from Lp.
- If RLC gets a RELINQUISH, it moves request (tp, Lp) from PERM to QUEUE
in the order of timestamp and moves request (t, Li) from QUEUE to PERM. Finally, RLC
sends a WAIT to Lp and sends an OK to Li.
- When RLC gets a RELEASE from Li, it removes the request (t, Li) from PERM.
If QUEUE is not empty, RLC moves the smallest timestamp (tQ, LQ) (the highest priority)
from QUEUE to PERM and sends an OK to LQ.
- When Li gets a QUERY message from RLC, it checks if it has successfully
locked all RLCs in a selected quorum Q (getting a license). If not, Li moves this RLC from
YES to NOTNOW and sends a RELINQUISH back to RLC. Li does nothing if Li has got
a license, or RLC is not in YES.




MODIFICATIONS TO ENHANCE PERFORMANCE
The algorithm mentioned in the previous chapter is not exactly the same as the k-
mutex algorithm. When an LLM cannot obtain a license after sending requests to all RLCs
in Q, it selects a new quorum Q" which satisfies the condition: Q" must be a quorum
maximizing IQ" n YESI, and its members must not be in NOTNOW. In the k-mutex
algorithm, LLM sends requests only to member in (Q" - YES). On the other hand, in our
algorithm, LLM sends requests to all RLCs in Q".
- If there are more than one user connecting to an LLM, and these users asks for a
license at the same time, the LLM keeps all requests from these users on the user queue.
After that, the LLM sends requests to all RLCs in Q or Q". After getting a license, the liM
may try to collect permission from RLCs in another quorum in order to get another license
for another user. Then, it is possible for the LLM to send two requests to an RLC: one
may be in PERM, the other may be in QUEUE. These two requests are unique since each
request is a unique timestamp (t, p). Note that while the RLC keeps the request in
QUEUE, the LLM keeps this RLC in NOTNOW, then there can be at most one request
from one LLM keeping in QUEUE of RLCs since the selected Q" must not be in
NOTNOW.
For example, assume that there are 5 license servers with 2 licenses. That is, N =
5, and k =2. The k-coterie can be
{{1,2}, {1,3}, {1,4}, {1,5}, {2,3}, {2,4}, {2,5}, {3,4}, {3,5}, {4,5}}
LetLLMi be the local license manager i, and RLCi be the remote license controller
1. If there are 3 users (Ul, U2, U3) connecting to LLMI. All of them request to use a
license. LLMI keeps all requests from these users on the user queue. If LLMI can obtain
a license after gathering permission from all RLCs in {1,2}, it keeps RLCI and RLC2 on
YES while RLC 1 and RLC2 keep LLM1 in PERM. Since there are more than one request
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on the user queue, LLMI tries to collect permission from another quorum. Assume that
quorum {1,3} is chosen. LLMI sends requests to both RLCI and RLC3. RLC3 may
send back OK or WAIT message to LLMI while RLC 1 keeps the request in QUEUE and
sends WAIT message back to LLMI because PERM is not empty.
We can conclude that in the modified algorithm, multiple users connected to a
license server can use the license software simultaneously if there is a license available
without waiting for another user to finish its job.
- If LLM has already obtained a license, but a user sent a request to LLM has
already left the system, LLM can pass this license to another user with the highest priority.
If there are no more requests in the user queue, the LLM sends RELEASE messages to all
RLCs in YES and NOTNOW.
In this case, when a user leaves the system, we do not have to send RELEASE
messages to all RLCs in Q or Q~, select a new quorum, and gather permission from RLCs
in this new quorum if there is another request in the user queue. This aspect can enhance




In this thesis, we use the concept of k-coterie to implement a distributed license
server, then we focused on k-coterie qualification. Since the (average) number of
messages necessary to get a license seems to be in proportion to the size of quorums
[KYA91], we can use the size of quorum to measure the best case performance of a
distributed license server.
The vote assignment algorithm of Ginanjar [G95] mentioned above creates a k-
coterie which contains k pairwise disjoint quorums. Let N be the total number of license
servers in the system. Each node in a system has one vote if N =TOT. Otherwise, IMI =
TOT - N; M is a subset of S, and every node in M has two votes, the others have one vote.
The total votes in each quorum G (v(G» are equal MAJ + 1 if MAJ is odd, and G C M;
otherwise, v(G) is equal MAJ. Then, size of a quorum containing exactly one element of
Mis (v(G) - 1). If a quorum contains two elements of M, the size of this quorum is (v(G)
- 2), and so on. Then, quorums contain h elements of M have the size (v(G) - h). Since
MAl = r(N + 1) / (k + 1)1, then the size of each quorum of k-coterie produced is O(N/k).
From the k-mutex algorithm of Kakugawa, Fujita, Yamashita, and Ae [KFYA95] ,
when a user sends a request to a license server, quorum Q is selected. LLM sends
REQUESTs to all RLCs in Q. If all RLCs return OK messages to the LLM, LLM can get a
license. After the user finishes using the software, LLM sends RELEASE messages to all
RLCs. In this best case, the total number of messages transmitted between an LLM and
RLCs are 3(v(G) - h», where (v(G) - h) is the size of Q. In the worst case, 6N messages
are required to transmitted to get a license. For example, when LLMi sends a request to
RLCj in Q, RLCj may send QUERY to LLMk, and LLMk may send RELINQUISH to
RLCj. Next, RLCj sends OK to LLMi. LLMi then sends RELEASE to RLCj. Finally,
RLCj sends OK to LLMk.
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In the case that LLM could not get a license after sending REQUESTs to all RLCs
in Q, the maximum number of messages transmitted is 2(v(G) - h); the total consists of
(v(G) -h) request messages from LLM and (v(G) -h) WAIT or OK messages from RLCs in
Q. After that, LLM selects another quorum Q" which satisfies the following conditions: Q"
minimizes IQ" nYESI which does not intersect with NOTNOW. If LLM still fails to collect
permission from all RLCs in Q", it continues selecting a quorum Q" until it cannot find Q"
satisfying the above condition. Then, LLM fails to get a license.
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CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Conclusions
In order to overcome the single point of failure of the centralized license server, the
distributed license server has been implemented by using the concept of k-coteries and the
distributed k-mutual exclusion algorithm. The vote assignment algorithm of Ginanjar
[G95] is used to create the nondominated k-coterie which allows at most k processes to
obtain k licenses at the same time. The k-mutex algorithm of Kakugawa, Fujita,
Yamashita, and Ae [KFYA95] is applied and modified to work with this system.
Moreover, the logical clock concept of Lamport [SS94] is used to calculate the logical time.
Modifications to enhance performance is discussed, and the performance of this system is
also analyzed. In order to obtain a license, the total number of messages necessary is
3(v(G) - h) in the best case, but in the worst case, the total number of messages transmitted
is O(N).
Future Works
In this implementation, at the system initialization step, we assume that all license
servers must be started up. However, if some license servers are not running, we may
check how many license servers are running at that time and form a k-coterie from these
running servers. If there is a license server starting after forming a k-coterie, we may form
a new k-coterie from the new total number of running license servers. Before adjusting the
k-coterie, we may have to check if there is any request from users. If not, we can adjust
the k-coterie. Otherwise, we may have to wait until there is no request from users or LLM
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#define SERV_HOST_ADDR "139.78.113.1" /* host addr for server */
length.h
/* server accepted at most MAX_USER clients at one time */
#define MAX_USER 20
#define MAX_LICENSE 256
#define MAX_LINE 80 /* maximum characters per line */
#define MAX_CHAR 240 /* maximum characters transmitted */
#define ADDR LEN 40 /* max length of addresses */
#define PORT_LEN 10 /* max length of ports */
/* semaphore keys and shared memory key */
#define SEMKEY_VALl 43986
#define SEMKEY_VAL2 43987
















/* table keeps information of local license managers connected to remote
* license controllers (or information of users connected to local license
* mangers). The table is implemented by using linked list
*/
struct table {
int node; /* priority number of LLM or users: 1=highest,2=high, ... */
/* LLM: ordered by LLM address */
/* user: ordered by first come will get higher priority */





/* LLM address */
/* pointer to next node */
/* server number (ID.) in each quorum */
/* pointer to next node in the quorum */
/* table keeps information of remote license controllers connected to a
* local license manager. This table is implemented by using linked list
*/
struct serv_table {
int node; /* ID = server number (in ascending order of address) */
int new_fd; /*servers' socket fd */
char addr[ADDR_LEN]; /* servers' addresses */
int port; /* servers' ports */
struct serv_table *sptr; /* pointer to next node */
};






/* k-coteries constructed by local license managers */
struct kcot {
int kcot_num; /* the order (number) of each quorum */
struct llist *q; /* pointer pointed to each quorum */
int size; /* size of each quorum */
struct kcot *kptr; /* pointer to next quorum */
};
/* cot_chosen is the structure that kept :
* kcot_num = the numbers of quorums in k-coteries
* serv_selected = the server in this kcot_num quorum is
* selected to service users







/* active_user_server is the structure that kept:
* user_node = the number(ID.) of user who got license.
* serv_node = the number (10.) of server that serviced this user (user_node)








/* unique process priority or ID. */
/* pointer to next timestamp */
/* timestamp (t, p) sent by local license managers to remote license
* controller or by users to local license managers.
* t = log_time, p = node
*/
struct timestamp {













extern void put_on_cotsel_asc(struct cot_chosen **, int, int);
extern void print_cotsel_asc(struct cot_chosen *);
struct kcot* form_kcot1(int, struct llist *);
struct kcot* form_kcot_w_eqvote(struct llist *);
struct kcot* form_kcot2(int, struct llist *, struct llist *, int);
struct kcot* form_kcot2_mix(int, struct llist *, struct llist *, int);
struct llist* create_temp_set(int, int, struct llist **);
struct kcot* select_quorum(struct kcot*, struct timestamp * struct timestamp *, struct
cot_chosen **);
void free_Ilist(struct llist **);
void free_kcot(struct kcot **);
void upd_quorum_num(struct kcot *);
struct kcot* get_quorum_by_kcot_num(struct kcot *, int);
int chk_node_in_quorum(struct kcot *, int);
/*--------------------------------------------------------------------
* create_coterie: create k-coteries from the input data.
* N = the number of license servers,
* k = the number of licenses,
* tab = set of license servers,
* size = k-coterie's size (total number of quorums)
* this function return the k-coteries created, and size of k-coterie
*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/
struct kcot* create_coterie(int N, int k, struct serv_table *tab, int *size) {
struct serv_table *run_tab;
struct kcot *cot; /* k-coteries */
struct llist *M; /* selected set M = subset */
struct llist *R; /* subset of S => M intersect R = empty set */
struct llist *head_M; /* head of set M */
struct llist *head_R; /* head of set R */
struct llist *run_M; /* running pointer of set M */
struct llist *run_R; /* running pointer of set R */
double maj, tot;
int max_vote; /* maximum value of vote for set S */
int max_member;
int 1;












if (run_tab == NULL)
return cot;
/* calculate MAl, TOT according to theory of vote assignment */
maj = ceil«double)(N+1)/(double)(k+1));
tot = «k+1) * maj) - 1;
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else if (N < tot) { /* some nodes have 2 votes, the others have 1 vote */
max_vote = 2;
max_member = tot - N;
}
for (i = 0; i < max_member; i++) { /* create selected set M */
if (rull_tab != NULL) {
M = (struct llist *) shmalloc(sizeof(struct llist));
if (M == NULL) {
printf("Could not Allocate Memory Space! !\n");

























while (run_tab != NULL) { /* create the rest of set = (tab - M) */
R = (struct llist *) shmalloc(sizeof(struct llist));
if (R == NULL) {
printf("Could not Allocate Memory Space! !\n");

























if (max_vote == 1) {
cot = form_kcotl(maj, head_M);
}
else {















* form_kcotl: form a k-coterie from list. Each member in the list has 1 vote
* head_M = input list
* tot_vote = total votes of each quorum
* ego head_M = 1,2,3,4,5,6
* if tot_vote = 4




























if ((cur_M == NULL) II (tot_vote < 1))
return cot~








/* create temporary set with its size(vote) = (tot_vote -1)
* ego tot_vote = 4. If quorum = (1,2,3,4),(1,2,3,5),(1,2,3,6)
* then temporary set = (1,2,3)
*/
head_newset = create_temp_set(tot, tot_vote, &run_M)~
if (head_newset != NULL) {








while (ruD_M != NULL) {
while (ruD_M != NULL) {
/* create k-coterie */
cot = (struct kcot *) shmalloc(sizeof(struct kcot))~
if (cot == NULL) {
printf(tlCould not Allocate Memory Space! !\n")~




























while (run_newset != NULL) {
/* add nodes from temporary set to be members of a quorum in *
* k-coteries */
list = (struct llist *) shmalloc(sizeof(struct llist»~
if (list == NULL) {
printf("Could not Allocate Memory Space! !\n")~


























/* add one more node in a quorum so the quorum's vote = tot_vote */
list = (struct llist *) shmalloc(sizeof(struct llist»~
if (list == NULL) {
printf("Could not Allocate Memory Space! !\n")~
























printf("Error in constructing k-coteries\n");

















1* from temporary set, delete the last member, and add the new member which gets
* from input list (run_M)
* ego run_M = (1,2,3,4,5,6)
* before: temporary set = (1,2,3)








while «run_newset != NULL) && «run_newset->ptr) != NULL)) {













while«run_M->node < temp_node) && (run_M != NULL»
run_M = run_M->ptr;
run_M = run_M->ptr;
while «run_M != NULL) && (run_M->ptr 1= NULL) &&
(size < tempset_num» {
newset = (struct llist *) shmalloc(sizeof(struct llist»;
if (newset == NULL) {
printf("Could not Allocate Memory Space! !\n");



















if (size < tempset_num) {











if (head_newset != NULL) {
if (head_newset->ptr != NULL) {












} /* while (loop == 1) */
if (flag == 1)
break;
}










* form_kcot_w_eqvote: create kcoterie (each quorum has only 1
* member(node) (each node has 1 vote (or 2 votes) for 1 license
* (or 2 licenses)
* head_M = the head of list M
*-------------------------------------------------------------------------*/








while (run_M != NULL) {
/* create k-coterie */
cot = (struct kcot *) shmalloc(sizeof(struct kcot»;
if (cot == NULL) {
printf(ltCould not Allocate Memory Space!!\nIt);



















list = (struct llist *) shmalloc(sizeof(struct llist»;
if (list == NULL) {
printf("Could not Allocate Memory Space!!\n");















* form_kcot2: form kcoterie from two lists (M and R)
* maj = total votes in each quorum
* head_M = the head of list M
* head_R = the head of list R
* count_R = total number of members in list R
*-------------------------------------------------------*/










if «count_R == 0) && (head_R != NULL» {




if (head_M != NULL) {
if (maj == 2) {
head_cot = form_kcot_w_eqvote(head_M);
}
else if (maj > 2) {
if «maj % 2) == 0)
tot_vote = maj;
else
tot_vote = maj + 1;
temp_totvote = tot_vote / 2;
head_cot = form_kcotl(temp_totvote, head_M);
}
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/* go to the last quorum in k-coterie */
if (head_cot != NULL) {
run_cot = head_cot;




if (head_R != NULL) {
if (maj == 2) {
if (count_R > 1) {
/* create the new coterie formed from list R only */
cot = form_kcotl(maj, head_R);
}
else if (count_R == 1) {
/* create the new coterie formed from two lists (M and R) */
cot =form_kcot2_mix(maj, head_M, head_R, count_R);
}
/* connect the created coterie with the previous k-coterie */





else if (maj > 2) {
/* create the new coterie formed from two lists (M and R) */
cot = form_kcot2_mix(maj, head_M, head_R, count_R);
/* connect the created coterie with the previous k-coterie */






/* go to the last quorum in k-coterie */
if (run_cot != NULL) {
while (run_cot->kptr != NULL)
run_cot = run_cot->kptr;
}
/* create the new coterie formed from list R only */
cot = form_kcotl(maj, head_R);
/* connect the created coterie with the previous k-coterie */










* form_kcot2_mix: form kcoterie from two lists (M and R) with mixing
* members (from M and R)
* maj = total votes in each quorum
* head_M = the head of list M
* head_R =the head of list R
* count_R =the total members (nodes) on list R
*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
























if ((head_M == NULL) II (head_R == NULL))
return head_cot;
if ((maj <= 2) && (count_R> 1)) {
/* maj for this case must be greater than 2 */
return head_cot;
}
temp_div = maj / 2;
temp_mod = maj % 2;
cur_M = head_M;
while (cur_M != NULL) {
run_M = cur_M;
tot = 0;
for (i = 1; i <= temp_div; i++) {





head_newset = create_temp_set(tot, i, &run_M);










if «(num * 2) > maj) II
«(num * 2) == maj) && (count_R != 1))) {
printf(nError about votes per quorum! !\nn);











if «(num * 2) == maj) && (count_R == 1))
temp_tot = 1;
else
temp_tot = maj - (num * 2);
cot = form_kcot1(temp_tot, head_R);
if (cot != NULL) {













while (run_newset != NULL) {
/* add nodes from temporary set to be members of a *
* quorum in k-coteries */
list = (struct llist *) shmalloc(sizeof(struct llist));
if (list == NULL) {
printf(nCould not Allocate Memory Space! !\nn);































if (run_cot->kptr == NULL)
last_cot = run_cot;
run_cot = run_cot->kptr;
} /* while */
run_cot = last_cot;
} /* if */
} /* for */
cur_M = cur_M->ptr;




* create_temp_set: create temporary set with
* its size(vote) = (tot_vote - tot)
* tot = start number ==> tot_vote - tot = size of temporary set
* tot_vote = total vote in each quorum
* run_M = list that will be used to create temporary set
*-------------------------------------------------------------*/







while «tot < tot_vote) && (*run_M != NULL)) {
/* create temporary set */
newset = (struct llist *) shmalloc(sizeof(struct llist));
if (newset == NULL) {
printf("Could not Allocate Memory Space! !\n");




























* free_Ilist: free memory space allocated for list (struct llist)
* head = list that wants to be deallocated
*-----------------------------------------------------------------*/
void free_Ilist(struct llist **head) {
struct llist *del_ptr;
del_ptr = *head;






return; /* At this point, head and del_ptr are NULL */
}
/*-------------------------------------------------------------------
* free_kcot: free memory space allocated for k-coterie(struct kcot)
* head = k-coterie that wants to be deallocated
*------------------------------------------------------------------*/




while (del_ptr != NULL) {
*head = (*head)->kptr;
del_ptr->kptr = NULL;













* upd_quorum_num: update kcot_num (quorum number of each quorum).
*------------------------------------------------------------------*/











* select_quorum: search for a quorum satisfied the following condition:
* quorum Q' which maximize I Q intersect YESI from quorms
* in k-coterie C not intersecting with NOTNOW.
* cot = k-coterie formed.
* yes = YES table kept the RLCs sent OK messages to LLM.
* notnow = NOTNOW table kept the RLCs sent WAIT messages to LLM.
* visited_cot = quorums has been visited.
*---------------------------------------------------------------------*/
struct kcot* select_quorum(struct kcot* cot, struct timestamp *yes, struct timestamp











max_intersect = -1; /* set max_intersect to be the small number */
max_kcot_num = 0;
tail = cot;





while (tail != NULL) {
selected_no = 0;
run_sel_cot = *visited_cot;
while (run_sel_cot != NULL) {
/* check if there is any quorum already selected */




else if (run_sel_cot->kcot_num > tail->kcot_num) {
/* kcot_num in visited_cot is in the ascending order.










else { /* if (selected_no == 0) => this quorum hasn't been selected */
in_notnow = 0;
if (notnow != NULL) { /* there are some nodes in notnow queue */
run_list = tail->q;
/* compare each node in the quorum with each element in notnow */
while (run_list != NULL) {
run_notnow = notnow;
while (run_notnow != NULL) {





} /* while run_notnow */




} /* while run_list */
if (in_notnow == 1) {
/* a node in the current quorum is in notnow */
tail = tail->kptr;
continue; /* check a new quorum in k-coteries */
}
} /* if notnow */
/* the set that is not intersect with notnow will be
* checked I Q intersect YES I = maximization
*/
/* check size of set (quorum intersect YES) */
intersect_no = 0;
run_list = tail->q;
while (run_list != NULL) {
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run_yes = yes;
while (run_yes != NULL) {








/* keep the maximize (quorum intersect YES) */




} /* else of if selected_no */
tail = tail->kptr;
}
if (max_kcot_num != 0) {
/* this is a quorum satifying the condition:
* maximize IQ intersect YESI from quorums in the k-coteries not
* intersecting with notnow */
tail =cot;
while (tail != NULL) {




















* get_quorum_by_kcot_num: get a quorum by using kcot_num as an index
* cot = k-coterie formed.
* kcot_num = the number of the coterie wanted to get.
*---------------------------------------------------------------------*/






/* check if cot != NULL */
if (Cptr == NULL)
return temp~
/* search for the element whose values are equal to input arguments */
while «Cptr != NULL) && (Cptr->kcot_num != kcot_num)) {
Cptr =Cptr->kptr;
}






* chk_node_in_quorum: check if the input node (node) is in a quorum (in_cot).
*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/




/* check if cot != NULL */
if (in_cot == NULL)
return temp~
1* search for the element whose values are equal to input arguments */
for (run_list = in_cot->q~ run_list != NULL~ run_list = run_Iist->ptr) {


















extern int get_port_from_file(char *, char **);
extern struct table* get_tab_from_node(struct table *, int);
extern struct timestamp *get_data_from_tst_node(struct timestamp *, int);
extern int serv_connect(int);
extern void put_on_tab(struct table **, int, char *);
extern void put_on_tab_asc(struct table **, int, char *);
extern void put_on_tst_asc(struct timestamp **, int, int);
extern void upd_tab_node(struct table *);
extern ulong adjust_Iog_time(ulong, ulong);
extern void print_tab(struct table *);
extern void del_from_tab(struct table **, int);
extern void del_from_tst(struct timestamp **, int log_time, int node);
extern void del_from_tst_by_node(struct timestamp **, int node);
void exit_rtn(struct table **, int);
char* chk_Iock(struct timestamp **, struct timestamp **, int, int);
struct timestamp* min_timestamp(struct timestamp *, struct timestamp *);
int chk_next_request(struct timestamp **, struct timestamp **);
void query_server(struct table *, int, ulong *, int *);
main(int argc, char *argv)
{
/* keep the timestamp of the user who got the permission */
struct timestamp *perm;


































































if (argc < 2) {
printf("Usage: tcpserv <host_addr[version]> \nIt);
exit(O);
}
/* get port number from file */
own_addr = (char *) malloc(sizeof(char[ADDR_LEN]));
own_port = get_port_from_file(argv[I], &own_addr);
/* open TCP socket and bind local address so client can send to the server */
sockfd = serv_connect(own_port);
wait_time. tv_sec=5;
wait_time.tv_usec=O; /* Wait time is 10 seconds */








/* which will initiate to 0 */
for ( ; ;) {
/*
* Wait for a connection from a client process.
*/
FD_ZERO(&readset);
FD_SET(sockfd, &readset); /* set fd of server socket */
max_desc = sockfd;
if (tab == NULL) {
if (terminate_flag == 1) {





for (tail = tab; tail != NULL; tail = tail->tptr) {
FD_SET(tail->new_fd, &readset);






/* see if any descriptors are ready to be read, check at most 5 sec. */
if «(j = select(max_desc+l,&readset,NULL,NULL,&wait_time)) > 0) {
log_time += D;
/* check if a client asks for connection */
if (FD_ISSET(sockfd, &readset)) {
clilen = sizeof(cli_addr);
newsockfd = accept(sockfd, (struct sockaddr *) &cli_addr, &clilen);






strcpy(in_strl, strtok(in_str, ff \nn));
strcpy(in_str2, strtok(NULL, n\nff));
if «strcmp(in_strl,ff/addrff ) == 0) II




if (strcmp(in_strl,n/addr_userff ) == 0) {
/* put on table */
put_on_tab(&tab, newsockfd, c_addr);
}
else {/* if (strcmp(in_strl,ff/addrn) == 0) */
/* put on table in ascending order *1
put_on_tab_asc(&tab, newsockfd, c_addr);
/* update node (local license managers' priority) according





/* check to see if any client wants service */
tail = tab;
while (tail != NULL) {
strcpy(in_str, nn);




strcpy(in_strl, strtok(in_str, n \nff));
strcpy(in_str2, strtok(NULL, n\nff));
if (strcmp(in_strl, ff/lockn) == 0) {




log_time = adjust_log_time(log_time, in_Iogtime);








if (strcmp(mesg, "/QUERYING\n") == 0) {
if (perm->node != tail->node) {
/* in the case tha license server sends QUERY to
* another LLM to see if user is using services
* from this server */
/* if perm->node == tail->node, do nothing because
* LLM itself has already locked this server from
* the previous request, then this request has to
* wait until itself releases lock */




else if(strcmp(in_strl, "/release_lock") == 0) {
in_Iogtime =atoi(in_str2)~
log_time = adjust_Iog_time(log_time, in_Iogtime)~
if (perm == NULL) {
printf("<tcpserv> Errorl in /release_lock license server\n");
}
else {
/* there is a request in perm (a LLM locked this RLC) */
if (perm->node == tail->node) {
del_from_tst(&perm, perm->log_time, perm->node)~
answer =chk_next_request(&perm, &queue)~
if (answer == YES) { /* there is a request in queue */
if (perm == NULL) {
printf("<tcpserv> Error2 in /release_lock chk_next_request\n");
}
else {
temp_tab = get_tab_from_node(tab, perm->node)~
if (temp_tab == NULL) {


















else if(strcmp(in_strl, "/release_wait") == 0) {
in_Iogtime = atoi(in_str2);
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log_time = adjust_Iog_time(log_time, in_Iogtime);
if (queue == NULL) { /* no record in queue */
/* check if this record was moved to perm */
if (perm == NULL) {
printf("<tcpserv> Errorl in /release_wait license server\n");
}
else { /* queue == NULL AND perm != NULL */
if (perm->node != tail->node) {
printf("<tcpserv> Error2 in /release_wait license server\n");
}
} /* else of if (perm) */
} /* if (queue) */
else { /* queue != NULL */
temp_tst =get_data_from_tst_node(queue, tail->node);












else if(strcmp(in_strl, "/run_software") == 0) {
/* from users only */
in_Iogtime = atoi(in_str2)~












else if(strcmp(in_strl, "/exit") == 0) {
/* from users only */
in_Iogtime = atoi(in_str2);






else if(strcmp(in_strl, "/relinquish") == 0) {
in_Iogtime = atoi(in_str2);
log_time = adjust_Iog_time(log_time, in_Iogtime);
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}
if (perm == NULL) {
printf("<tcpserv> Irelinquish error at perm == NULL\n");
}
else {
if (perm->node != tail->node) {






mv_to_tst(&queue, &perm, queue->log_time, queue->node);
put_on_tst_asc(&queue, temp_Iogtime, temp_node);
1* send 10K to perm->node *1
temp_tab = get_tab_from_node(tab, perm->node);
if (temp_tab == NULL) {















write(l, &mesg, strlen(mesg)); 1* 1 =stdout *1
}
} 1* if FD_ISSET */
tail =tail->tptr;
} 1* while */
} /* if of select *1
} 1* for *1
free(own_addr);
if (tab != NULL) {





printf("number of LLMs/Users connecting to this RLC = %d\n", clnt_num);
printf("number of messages receiving from LLMs/Users = %d\n", rec_msg);




* exit_rtn: delete a user asking to exit) from table (tab) and close the fd
* of that user.
* tab = table kept the information of all users
* fd = fd of the user asking to exit or disconnect from LLM
*-------------------------------------------------------------------------*/






* chk_Iock: check if the RLC has been locked (PERM is not empty if it is
* locked).
* If PERM is empty, add request to PERM and send OK back to LLM.
* Otherwise, add request to QUEUE and check if this request is
* the highest priority request (the smallest timestamp).
* If no, send WAIT back to LLM.
* Otherwise, send QUERYING to LLM kept in PERM.
* perm = PERM table kept the LLM locking this RLC
* queue = QUEUE table kept requests sent from LLMs
* node = node number of LLM
* log_time = timestamp of LLM
*-------------------------------------------------------------------------*/






/* PERM is empty so add request (log_time, node) to PERM, and send OK */





/* PERM is not empty */
/* temp_tst = (struct timestamp *) malloc(sizeof(struct timestamp *)); */
in_tst = (struct timestamp *) malloc(sizeof(struct timestamp));
/* put new request in queue and check the priority of new request */
put_on_tst_asc(queue, log_time, node);
if «(*queue)->log_time == log_time) && «*queue)->node == node)) {
1* new timestamp is the highest priority in queue = head of queue */
temp_tst = min_timestamp(*perm, *queue);
}
else {
/* find min(*perm, *queue) */





/* find min(temp_tst, new request); (new request = in_tst) */
temp_tst = min_timestamp(temp_tst, in_tst);
}
if (temp_tst->log_time != log_time) {
/* new request has lower priority than perm and request at
* head of queue */
strcpy(answer, "/WAIT\n tt );
}
else {
if (temp_tst->node != node) {
/* new request has lower priority than perm and request at
* head of queue */
strcpy(answer, "/WAIT\n tt );
}
else {








* min_timestamp: return the minimum timestamp (comparing between tstl nd
* tst2).
* tstl = 1st timestamp
* tst2 = 2nd timestamp
*-------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
struct timestamp* min_timestamp(struct timestamp *tstl, struct timestamp *tst2) {
if (tstl->log_time < tst2->log_time) {
return tst1;
}
else if (tstl->log_time == tst2->log_time) {










* chk_next_request: After removing a request from PERM, check if there is
* any request left in QUEUE. If there is a request in
* QUEUE, move the smallest request from QUEUE to PERM
* and return YES. Otherwise, return NO.
* perm = PERM table kept the LLM locking this RLC.
* queue = QUEUE table kept requests from LLM.
*-------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
int chk_next_request(struct timestamp **perm, struct timestamp **queue) {
int answer;
answer =NO;
if (*queue != NULL) {







* query_server: send /QUERY message to the LLM kept in PERM to see if the
* LLM has already got a license.
* tab = table kept LLMs/USERs
* node = node number of LLM
* log_time = logical time of the LLM
* snd_msg =total number of sending messages (messages sent to LLMs/Users).
*-------------------------------------------------------------------------*/




run_tab = get_tab_from_node(tab, node);
if (run_tab == NULL) { /* could not find the information of this node */
















#include "sem.h" /* library containing semaphore sys. calls */
extern struct kcot* create_coterie(int, int, struct serv_table *, int *);
extern void print_serv_tab(struct serv_table *);
extern void print_kcot(struct kcot *);
extern void print_Ilist(struct llist *);
extern void print_cotsel_tab(struct cot_chosen *);
extern void print_active_u_s(struct active_user_server *);
extern int serv_connect(int);
extern void put_on_tab(struct table **, int, char *);
extern void put_on_serv_tab(struct serv_table **, int, char *, int);
extern void put_on_tst_asc(struct timestamp **, ulong, int);
extern void put_on_active_u_s(struct active_user_server **, int, int);
extern void del_from_tab(struct table **, int);
extern void del_from_cotsel(struct cot_chosen **, int, int);
extern void del_from_active_u_s(struct active_user_server **, int, int);
extern void upd_serv_tab_node(struct serv_table *);
extern void upd_tab_node(struct table *);
extern void mv_to_servlist(struct serv_table **, struct serv_table **, int, char *, int);
extern void mv_to_tst(struct timestamp **, struct timestamp **, ulong, int);
extern struct cot_chosen* get_data_from_cotsel_node(struct cot_chosen *, int);
extern struct timestamp* get_data_from_tst_node(struct timestamp *, int);
extern int get_serv_from_active_u_s(struct active_user_server *, int);
extern struct kcot* get_quorum_by_kcot_num(struct kcot *, int);
extern int chk_node_in_quorum(struct kcot *, int);
extern void free_tab(struct table **);
extern void free_tst_tab(struct timestamp **);
extern void free_cotsel_tab(struct cot_chosen **);
extern void free_kcot(struct kcot **);
extern void free_active_u_s(struct active_user_server **);
extern ulong adjust_Iog_time(ulong, ulong);
extern struct kcot* select_quorum(struct kcot*, struct timestamp *, struct timestamp *, struct
cot_chosen **);
extern struct serv_table* get_serv_from_node(struct serv_table*, int);
extern struct table* get_tab_from_node(struct table *, int);
extern int chk_node_from_tst(struct timestamp *, int);
extern void itoa(int, char *);
void initialize_var(void);
void free_memory(void);
struct serv_table* make_connect(char *, int *, int *, int *, int *, char **, int *);
void close_all_serv_connect(struct serv_table *, char *);
void close_all_user_connect(struct table *, char *, int *);
void contact_user(int, char *, struct serv_table *);
void contact_RLC(struct serv_table *, struct kcot **);
struct kcot *chk_Iicense(struct serv_table *, struct kcot **, struct timestamp **, struct
timestamp **, struct cot_chosen **);
int chk_get_Iicense(struct kcot *, struct timestamp *, struct cot_chosen *, struct kcot **);
void exit_rtn(struct table **, int, int *);
int req_service(int);
void service_user(struct timestamp **, struct table *, int, struct serv_table *, int *);
void release_server(struct cot_chosen *, struct kcot **, struct serv_table *, struct timestamp
**, struct timestamp **);
void release_tst(struct serv_table *, struct timestamp **, int);
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void release_unneeded_lock(struct cot_chosen **, struct timestamp **, struct timestamp **,
struct serv_table *, struct kcot **)~
/* global shared variables */
int *semidl, *semid2, *semid3, *semid4, *semid5, *semid6~ /* Semaphore id */
int *request_no; /* total number of users' requests */
int *get_Iicense~ /* 0 = don't get licenses; */
/* otherwise = number of licenses got from RLCs */
int *terminate; /* NO = not terminate, YES = terminater (end program */
ulong *log_time; /* logical time of remote license controller which will initiate to 0 */
int *release_no~ /* 0 = don't release license servers; otherwise, release */
char **exchange_mesg; /* messges that exchange between child processes */
int *active_users~ /* the number of users who are using the s/w */
int *s_snd_msg~ /* message # sending to RLC */
int *s_rec_msg; /* message # receiving from RLC */




/* coterie variables */
struct serv_table *cur_serv; /* table kept servers' addresses */
struct kcot **cot~ /* coteries */
int N, k; /* total number of hosts, and number of licenses */
int kcot_size~ /* k-coterie size(total # of quorums in k-coteries) */
int max_fd~
/* shared memory and semaphore variables */
int shmidl, shmid2, shmid3, shmid4~ /* Id of sharedm memory segments */
char *shmaddrl; /* address of shared memory 1 */
char *shmaddr2; /* address of shared memory 2 */
char *shmaddr3; /* address of shared memory 3 */
char *shmaddr4; /* address of shared memory 4 */
int pid; /* Process id after fork call */
int status~ /* Exit status of child process */
int i,j~
char str[80]~ /* character string for root command */
/* connection variables */
int own_port;
char *own_addr~
int sockfd, newsockfd, max_desc, clilen~
struct sockaddr_in cli_addr;
fd_set readset~





if (argc < 2) {





/* network connection => this local license manager try to connect
* to all license servers */
own_addr = (char *) shmalloc(sizeof(char[ADDR_LEN]));
cur_serv = (struct serv_table *) shmalloc(sizeof(struct serv_table));
cur_serv = make_connect(argv[l], &N, &k, &max_fd, &own_port, &own_addr, init_msg);
/* update node number of cur_serv table */
upd_serv_tab_node(cur_serv);
/* k must not be greater than N */
if (k > N) {
printf(It<tcpcli> licenses(%d) > hosts(%d)\n lt , k, N);
printf(It<tcpcli> adjust licenses to be equal to hosts = %d\nlt , N);
k=N;
}
/* create coterie */
cot = (struct kcot **) shmalloc(sizeof(struct kcot *));
*cot = NULL;
*cot = create_coterie(N, k, cur_serv, &kcot_size);
if (*cot == NULL) {
/*








printf(ltNumber of messages occurred in the initialization step = %d\nlt , init_msg);
printf(ltNumber of Sending messages to RLC = %d\nlt , *s_snd_msg);
printf(ltNumber of receiving messages from RLC = %d\nlt , *s_rec_msg);
return;
}
printf(ltSYSTEM IS COMPLETELY INITIALIZED !!!\nlt);
for (i = 1; i <= 2; i++) {




if (pid == CHILD) {
switch(i) {
case 1: contact_user(own_port, own_addr, cur_serv);
break;










if (strcmp(str, ft/terminate ft ) == 0) {
(*terminate) = YES;
/* Now wait for the child processes to finish */










printf(ftNumber of messages occurred in the initialization step = %d\nft , init_msg);
printf(ttNumber of Sending messages to RLC = %d\ntt , *s_snd_msg);
printf(ftNumber of receiving messages from RLC = %d\nft , *s_rec_msg);
} /* if terminate */




* initialize_var: allocate memory for variables and semaphore variables,




* Initialize the semaphore to 1 (binary semaphore)
*/
semid1 = (int *) shmalloc(sizeof(int));
semid2 = (int *) shmalloc(sizeof(int));
semid3 = (int *) shmalloc(sizeof(int));
semid4 = (int *) shmalloc(sizeof(int));
semid5 = (int *) shmalloc(sizeof(int));
semid6 = (int *) shmalloc(sizeof(int));
*semid1 = sem_create«key_t)SEMKEY_VALl, 1);
if (*semid1 == -1) {
printf(ftSemaphore(1) initialization failed. \n ft);
exit(l);
}
*semid2 = sem_create«key_t)SEMKEY_V AL2, 1);
if (*semid2 == -1) {
printf(ftSemaphore(2) initialization failed. \n ft);
exit(l);
}
*semid3 = sem_create«key_t)SEMKEY_VAL3, 1);
if (*semid3 == -1) {
printf(ftSemaphore(3) initialization failed. \n ft);
exit(l);
}
*semid4 = sem_create«key_t)SEMKEY_VAL4, 1);
if (*semid4 == -1) {




*semid5 = sem_create«key_t)SEMKEY_VAL5, 1)~
if (*semid5 == -1) {
printf(tISemaphore(5) initialization failed. \n tI)~
exit(I)~
}
*semid6 = sem_create«key_t)SEMKEY_VAL6, 1);
if (*semid6 == -1) {
printf(tISemaphore(6) initialization failed. \n");
exit(I);
}
request_no = (int *) shmalloc(sizeof(int»;
get_license = (int *) shmalloc(sizeof(int»;
log_time = (ulong *) shmalloc(sizeof(ulong»~
release_no = (int *) shmalloc(sizeof(int»~
exchange_mesg = (char **) shmalloc(sizeof(char *»;
*exchange_mesg = (char *) shmalloc(sizeof(char[MAX_CHAR]»;
active_users = (int *) shmalloc(sizeof(int»;
terminate = (int *) shmalloc(sizeof(int»;
s_snd_msg = (int *) shmalloc(sizeof(int»;











































* contact_user: communicate with users (send messages to or receive from
* users. Handle all jobs involving users.
* own_port ==> port number of this local license manager
* own_addr ==> address of this local license manager
* cur_serv ==> the table kept server information
*----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
void contact_user(int own_port, char *own_addr, struct serv_table *cur_serv) {
fd_set readset;






*user_tab; /* table kept users' addresses */
*tail; /* temporary table */
/* keep the timestamps of users requested for services */
struct timestamp *user_tst;
struct timestamp *run_tst;
/* active_user_server table kept user nodes who got license and severs
* that are used by these users. This will be used in the case that



















































/* make a connection with users */
sockfd = serv_connect(own_port + I);






wait_time.tv_usec=O; /* Wait time is 5 seconds */
for ( ; ;) {
/*








for (tail = user_tab; tail != NULL; tail = tail->tptr) {
FD_SET(tail->new_fd, &readset);





/* see if any descriptors are ready to be read, check at most 5 sec. */
if «(j = select(max_desc+I,&readset,NULL,NULL,&wait_time)) > 0) {
sem_wait(*semid3);
(*log_time) += D; /* increment logical time */
sem_signal(*semid3);
/* check if a user asks for connection */
if (FD_ISSET(sockfd, &readset)) {
clilen = sizeof(cli_addr);
newsockfd = accept(sockfd, (struct sockaddr *) &cli_addr, &clilen);






strcpy(in_strl, strtok(in_str, " \nil));
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strcpy(in_str2, strtok(NULL, n\nn»;






/* check to see if any client wants service */
tail =user_tab~
while (tail != NULL) {
strcpy(in_str, 1111);










if (strcmp(in_strl," /exit") == 0) {
/* release servers if this user already locked them */
serv_node = get_serv_from_active_u_s(active_nodes, tail->node)~


























/* remove requests of this users from user_tst and reduce
* request_no */
answer = chk_node_from_tst(user_tst, tail->node);
if (answer == YES) {
sem_wait(*semid1);
(*request_no)--;
if (*request_no < 0) {












else if (strcmp(in_strl," /finish") == 0) {
serv_node = get_serv_from_active_u_s(active_nodes, tail->node);




































printf("<tcpcli> USER error at get_serv_node_from_active_u_s \n");
}
}
else if (strcmp(in_strl,"/addr") == 0) {
strcpy(tail->addr, in_str2);
}





























} 1* else of if (answer == YES) *1
}
else {






} 1* if FD_ISSET *1
tail =tail->tptr;
} 1* while *1





if (temp_get_Iicense > 0) {
sem_wait(*semid5)~








if (strcmp(mesg, "") 1= 0) {
strcpy(in_str, mesg)~
strcat(in_str, "END\n");
while (strcmp(in_str, "END\n") 1= 0) {
strcpy(in_strl, strtok(in_str, " \n"»;
strcpy(in_str, strtok(NULL, ""»;
strcpy(in_strll, strtok(in_strl, ,,-\n It»~;
strcpy(in_str12, strtok(NULL, "\n"»;
if (strcmp(in_strll, "/not_available") == 0) {
run_tst =user_tst;
while (run_tst 1= NULL) {
tail = get_tab_from_node(user_tab, run_tst->node);











printf("<tcpcli> USER error at Ino_available\n");
}
run_tst =run_tst->tsptr;





else if (strcmp(in_strll, "/server") == 0) {
if (user_tst == NULL) {
1* get license but no more request so release all locks *1
sem_wait(*semid1);



















} /* user_tst == NULL */
else {
serv_num = atoi(in_str12)~

























} /* while strcmp */
} /* else mesg != 0 */
}







} /* for */
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printf("\n\n********* ** *********** *********** **\n") ~
printf("SYSTEM IS COMPLETELY TERMINATED\n\ntf);
printf(" ******** *** ********* ****** ******* **\n\n ") ~
printf("Number of Users = %d\n", user_num)~
printf("Number of requests from users = %d\n", tot_req_no)~
printf("Number of Sending messages to users = %d\ntf , u_snd_msg);




* contact_RLC: communicate with RLC, control messages between LLM and RLC, and
* handle all jobs involving RLC and LLM (especially, require and
* get a license)
* cur_serv ==> the table kept server information
* cot ==> k-coteries
*----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
void contact_RLC(struct serv_table *cur_serv, struct kcot **cot) {
static int available = 1;
/* keep the set of RLCs which have agreeed by message OK. */
struct timestamp *yes~
struct timestamp *run_yes;





























































wait_time.tv_usec=O; /* Wait time is 5 seconds */
for ( ; ;) {
/*




if (cur_serv == NULL) {





for (run_serv = cur_serv; run_serv != NULL; run_serv = run_serv->sptr) {
FD_SET(run_serv->new_fd, &readset);





/* see if any descriptors are ready to be read, check at most 5 sec. */




/* check to see if any server sends any message to this LLM */
run_serv = cur_serv;
while (run_serv != NULL) {
strcpy(in_str, 1111);




strcpy(in_strl, strtok(in_str, II \nil));
strcpy(in_str2, strtok(NULIJ, "\n"));
if (strcmp(mesg, "") != 0) {
in_Iogtime = atoi(in_str2)~
sem_wait(*semid3) ~
*log_time = adjust_Iog_time(*log_time, in_Iogtime);
sem_signal(*semid3);
}
if (strcmp(in_strl,"IOK") == 0) {
/* a server sends OK message to LLM to allow this LLM
* to lock it */
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license_serv =0;
run_notnow = get_data_from_tst_node(notnow, run_serv->node);
if (run_notnow != NULL) { /* server sent OK is in notnow */




if (temp_request_no <= 0) {
release_unneeded_lock(&cot_selected, &yes, &notnow, cur_serv, cot);
}
available = 1;
} /* if run_notnow != NULL */










} 1* if in_strl = OK */
else if (strcmp(in_strl ,"/QUERY ") == 0) {
/* check if a user has been using services from this license
* server. If No, and this license server is in YES, move
* from YES to NOTNOW and send /RELINQUISH message back to
* this server. Otherwise, do nothing */
run_cotsel = get_data_from_cotsel_node(cot_selected, run_serv->node);
if (run_cotsel == NULL) {
/* this server hasn't been used by users now */
run_yes = get_data_from_tst_node(yes, run_serv->node);
if (run_yes != NULL) {
/* move this server from yes to notnow *1












} 1* if (FD_ISSET) */
run_serv =run_serv->sptr;
} /* while (run_serv) */












while (strcmp(in_str, "END\n") != 0) {






temp_cot = get_data_from_cotsel_node(cot_selected, server_node);
if (temp_cot == NULL) {




















if «temp_request_no <= 0) && (temp_active_users == 0)) {
/* no more request(s) and no active users */
free_cotsel_tab(&cot_selected);
cot_selected = NULL;






else { /* still have request(s) from users */
temp_cot = get_data_from_cotsel_node(cot_selected, server_node);
if (temp_cot == NULL) {

































if «temp_request_no > 0) && (available == 1)) {
/* check if there is any quorum in cot_selected will be
* a selected quorum. Check only the quorum that hasn't
* serviced users (with selected_serv =0) but already been
* chosen and checked with license servers */
license_serv = 0;
if (cot_selected != NULL) {
run_cotsel = cot_selected;
while (run_cotsel != NULL) {
if (run_cotsel->serv_selected == 0) {
permit_cot = get_quorum_by_kcot_num(*cot, run_cotsel->kcot_num);
if (permit_cot == NULL) {
printf(n<tcpcli> RLC error at get_quorum_by_kcot_num\nn);
}
else { /* found the quorum in cot */
license_serv = chk_get_Iicense(permit_cot, yes, cot_selected, cot);
if (license_serv != 0) {
/* there is a license server available */
run_cotsel->serv_selected = license_serv;
break;






if (license_serv == 0) {
permit_cot =chk_Iicense(cur_serv, cot, &yes, &notnow, &cot_selected);
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if (permit_cot == NULL) {
/*** couldn't get a license~ tell users to ask for services later ** */
sem_wait(*semid5)~
if (strcmp(*exchange_mesg, "/not_available\n") != 0) {















/* there is a license available to service a user */
temp_cot =cot_selected;
while (temp_cot != NULL) {







if (temp_cot == NULL) {










if «strcmp(*exchange_mesg, "") == 0) II
(strcmp(*exchange_mesg, "/not_available\n") == 0)) {



















/* no more request, release unneeded lock at servers */
if (temp_request_no == 0) {

















* make_connect: try to connect to all RLCS on the system.
* filename = name of file kept the number of license and the addresses of
* all RLCs on the system.
* N =the total number of RLCs on the system.
* k =the number of licenses.
* max_fd = the maxinum value of file descriptor
* own_port = port number of this LLM.
* own_addr =the address of this LLM.
* init_msg = the total messages occurred in the initialization process.
*----------------------------------------------------------------------*/
struct serv_table* make_connect(char *filename, int *N, int *k, int *max_fd, int *own_port,
char **own_addr, int *init_msg) {
ALE *fp; /* file pointer pointed opened file */
char str[MAX_LINE]; /* temporary array of characters */




















/* open host_addr file (as read-only) for addresses of file servers */
if «fp =fopen(filename, "r"» == NULL) {
printf("Cannot open file <%s>\n", filename);
exit(l);
}
if (fgets(str, MAX_LINE, fp) != NULL) {
/* the first line in the file is the number of licenses */
*k = atoi(str);
}
/* read address and port number from file. Local license managers
* will connect to remote license controllers whose addresses are in the
* file */
while (fgets(str, MAX_LINE, fp) != NULL) {
strcpy(tcp_addr, strtok(str, II \nil»;
strcpy(str_port, strtok(NULL, II \nil»;
tcp_port =atoi(str_port);





/* Fill in the structure "serv_addr" with the address of the
* server that we want to connect with. */




/* Open a TCP socket (an Internet stream socket). */
if «sockfd = socket(AF_INET, SOCK_STREAM, 0» < 0) {
printf("<tcpcli> can't open stream socket\n");
exit(l);
}
/* Connect to the server. */
if (connect(sockfd, (struct sockaddr *)&serv_addr, sizeof(serv_addr» < 0) {




/* after connecting sucessfully, remove address of host from serv_tab
* to cur_serv */
mv_to_servlist(&cur_serv, &serv_tab, sockfd, tcp_addr, tcp_port);
(*N)++; /* add 1 to N (number of hosts) */
/* send host name of the local license controller (itself) to the
* remote license controller which it is being connected to.
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}









/* keep connecting to all license servers */
while (serv_tab 1= NULL) {
for (tail = serv_tab; tail != NULL; tail = tail->sptr) {
/* Fill in the structure "serv addr" with the address of the
* server that we want to connect with. */




/* Open a TCP socket (an Internet stream socket). */
if «sockfd =socket(AF_INET, SOCK_STREAM, 0)) < 0) {
printf("<tcpcli> can't open stream socket\n");
exit(l);
}
/* Connect to the server. */
if (connect(sockfd, (struct sockaddr *)&serv_addr, sizeof(serv_addr)) < 0) {
printf("<tcpcli> can't connect to server with fd = %d, addr: %s, port: %d\n", sockfd,
tail->addr, tail->port);





/* after connecting sucessfully, remove address of host from
* serv_tab to cur_serv *I
tail->new_fd =sockfd;
*max_fd = sockfd;
mv_to_servlist(&cur_serv, &serv_tab, tail->new_fd, tail->addr, tail->port);
(*N)++; /* add 1 to N (number of hosts) */
/* send host name of the local license controller (itself) to the
* remote license controller which it is being connected to.






break; /* start checking from head of list (table) */
}
} /* for */




* close_all_serv_connect: close all connection to servers (RLCs on the system).
* cur_serv = the table kept all license servers of the system.
* addr = address of the license server.
*----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/




while (run_serv != NULL) {














* close_all_user_connect: close all connection with users
* user_tab = the table kept information of users connected to this LLM.
* u_snd_msg = total number of messages sent to users.
*----------------------------------------------------------------------*/





while (run_tab != NULL) {















* chk_Iicense: check if there is a license available.
* cur_serv = the table kept the addresses of servers (RLCs)
* cot = k-coterie formed in initialization step.
* yes = table kept the RLCs sending OK (permission) to this LLM.
* notnow = table kept the RLCs sending WAIT to this LLM.
* cot_selected = table kept quorums already selected or visited.
*----------------------------------------------------------------------*/
struct kcot* chk_Iicense(struct serv_table *cur_serv, struct kcot **cot, struct timestamp *yes,




struct llist *l_tail, *l_run;
struct serv_table *serv_info;
struct timestamp *run_yes;
int pid; /* Process id after fork call */
int reply; /* answer got from remote license controller */
int license_serv;












/* keep the quorums that are selected by other users in visited_cot so we
* don't have to check it again */
if (*cot_selected != NULL) {
run_cotsel = *cot_selected;






cur_cot = select_quorum(*cot, *yes, *notnow, &visited_cot);
if (cur_cot == NULL) {
break;
}
for (I_tail = cur_cot->q; I_tail != NULL; I_tail = l_tail->ptr) {
serv_info = get_serv_from_node(cur_serv, l_tail->node);
if (serv_info == NULL) {








if (reply == WAIT) {
put_on_tst_asc(notnow, temp_Iogtime, serv_info->node);
}
else if (reply == OK) {
put_on_tst_asc(yes, temp_Iogtime, serv_info->node);
}
1* in the case that reply == QUERY => do nothing *1
} 1* for (I_tail) *1
license_serv = chk_get_Iicense(cur_cot, *yes, *cot_selected, cot);









* req_service: request a service from RLCs. That is, sending a message
* Ilock to an RLC in the selected quorum and wait for the
* answer. If RLC is available, this LLM can lock it (got
* 10K message). If getting IWAIT = the RLC has been locked.
* If getting IIIQUERYING", asking if this LLM has got a license.
* sockfd = the file descriptor of the RLC.
*----------------------------------------------------------------------*1



















strcpy(mesgl, strtok(mesg, " \nil));
strcpy(mesg2, strtok(NULL, "\n"));




else if (strcmp(mesgl, "/WAIT") == 0) {
answer = WAIT;
}




printf("get incorrect message from server (REQ_SERVICE)!!! mesg = %s\n", temp_mesg);










* exit_rtn: delete the user from table (tab) and close the connection with
* that user.
* tab = table kept the information of all users connecting to this LLM.
* fd = file descriptor of the user asking for disconnection.
* u_snd_msg = total number of messages sending to users.
*----------------------------------------------------------------------*/










* chk_get_Iicense: check if the LLM can get a license by checking if all
* RLCs in the selected quorum are contained in YES.
* in_cot = the quorum has been selected.
* in_yes = YES table kept all RLCs sending the OK messages to this LLM.
* cot_selected = quorums has been selected or visited.
* cot = the k-coterie formed in the initialization step.
*----------------------------------------------------------------------*/
int chk_get_Iicense(struct kcot *in_cot, struct timestamp *in_yes, struct cot_chosen
*cot_selected, struct keot **cot) {












for (run_list = in_cot->q; run_list != NULL; run_list = run_Iist->ptr) {
run_yes = get_data_from_tst_node(in_yes, run_Iist->node);








if (found == YES) {
/* check to see that a server in this quorum must not contain in
* cot_selected (compare with serv_selected). Eg, {I}, {2} have
* serviced users. If {1,3} is selected, it cannot be used */
for (run_list = in_cot->q; run_list != NULL; run_list = run_Iist->ptr) {





while (run_cotsel != NULL) {
if (run_cotsel->serv_selected != 0) {
temp_kcot = get_quorum_by_kcot_num(*cot, run_cotsel->kcot_num);
if (temp_kcot == NULL) {





for (temp_list = temp_kcot->q; temp_list != NULL; temp_list = temp_Iist->ptr)
if (temp_Iist->node == run_Iist->node) {
license_serv =0;
break; }
} /* for */
} /* else */
} /* if */




} /* while */
if (license_serv == 0) {
break;
}





/* random a license server from the selected quorum */
if (license_serv != 0) {
i =O~
order_num = rand() % in_cot->size~
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for (temp_list = in_cot->q~ temp_list != NULL~ temp_list = temp_Iist->ptr) {












* service_user: send the address of RLC to user then user can use the
* software on the license server (RLC).
* user_tst = table of timestamps sent from users.
* user_tab = table kept addresses of users.
* node = node number of the server (RLC) to be connected by a user.
* cur_serv = table kept the addresses of all servers (RLC) on the system.
* u_snd_msg = total number of messages sending to users.
*----------------------------------------------------------------------*/
void service_user(struct timestamp **user_tst, struct table *user_tab, int node, struct erv_table








tab = get_tab_from_node(user_tab, temp_node)~
if (tab == NULL) {
printf("Service_User error! Couldn't find the user = %d information \nIt, temp_node)~
return~
}
serv_tab = get_serv_from_node(cur_serv, node)~
if (serv_tab == NULL) {




















* release_server: send /release message to all servers in yes and notnow table.
* the parameters are:
* in_cot =a quourm that was already chosen
* cot = the k-coteries
* cur_serv = the table kept license servers' information
* yes = yes table which will keep the information of license server that
* allowed a user to lock it.
* notnow =notnow table which cannot allow a user to lock it
*----------------------------------------------------------------------*/
void release_server(struct cot_chosen *in_cotsel, struct kcot **cot, struct serv_table cur_serv,









if (in_cotsel == NULL) { /* release_all */
/* send /release to all server nodes in YES U NOTNOW */
/* send /release_wait to all nodes in NOTNOW */
release_tst(cur_serv, notnow, 2)~




/* send message /release_lock to all server nodes in in_cotsel (input
* quorum). These server nodes are in YES */
temp_cot = get_quorum_by_kcot_num(*cot, in_cotsel->kcot_num)~
if (temp_cot == NULL) {




while (run_list != NULL) {
run_yes = get_data_from_tst_node(*yes, run_Iist->node)~
if (run_yes == NULL) {




if (run_serv == NULL) {



















* release_tst: release servers in in_tst table
* cur_serv = list kept the information of servers
* in_tst =timestamp table that keeps info. of server < YES or NOTNOW >
* flag = if in_tst =YES, flag = 1 (/release_lock)
* else (in_tst =NOTNOW), flag =2 (/release_wait)
*----------------------------------------------------------------------*/





1* send Irelease_... to all nodes in in_tst *1
run_tst = *in_tst;
while (run_tst != NULL) {
run_serv = get_serv_from_node(cur_serv, run_tst->node);
if (run_serv == NULL) {




if (flag == 1) {
strcpy(out_str, "/release_lock\nn);
}




















* release_unneeded_lock: release all locks in notnow (/release_wait) and
* releas lock of servers in YES which are not in a
* quorum that is now active
*----------------------------------------------------------------------*1
void release_unneeded_lock(struct cot_chosen **cot_selected, struct timestamp **yes, struct













1* release all server nodes in notnow *1
release_tst(cur_serv, notnow, 2);
/* check if nodes in the quorum that has been chosen but unqualified
* (serv_selected = 0) are in YES. If yes and these nodes are not
* in an active quorum, release this server and remove it from YES.
*1
run_cotsel = *cot_selected;
while (run_cotsel != NULL) {
if (run_cotsel->serv_selected == 0) { 1* unneeded quorum *1
run_cot = get_quorum_by_kcot_num(*cot, run_cotsel->kcot_num);
if (run_cot == NULL) {
printf("<tcpcli> release_unneeded_lock error! at get_quorum_by_kcot_num\n");
}
else { 1* found the quorum in cot *1
1* check if a node in this unneeded quorum is in YES. If yes
* check if it is also in active quorums. */
flag = 0;
for (run_list = run_cot->q; run_list != NULL; run_list = run_Iist->ptr) {
run_yes = get_data_from_tst_node(*yes, run_Iist->node);
if (run_yes != NULL) {
1* check if this node is in active quorums. If no, remove
* it from yes and release license */
flag =0;
temp_cotsel = *cot_selected;
while (temp_cotsel != NULL) {
if (temp_cotsel->serv_selected != 0) {
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}
temp_cot = get_quorum_by_kcot_num(*cot, temp_cotsel->kcot_num)~
if (temp_cot == NULL) {
printf("<tcpcli> release_unneeded_lock error2 at
get_quorum_by_kcot_num\n") ~
}
else { /* found the quorum in cot */
flag =chk_node_in_quorum(temp_cot, run_yes->node)~




} /* if temp_cotsel->serv_selected != 0 */
temp_cotsel =temp_cotsel->next~
} /* while temp_cotsel */
if (flag == 0) { /* not found in active quorums */
/* release this server and remove it from YES */
run_serv = get_serv_from_node(cur_serv, run_yes->node) ~
if (run_serv == NULL) {












} /* run_serv = NULL */
} /* if flag = 0 */
} /* if run_yes */
} /* for */
} /* else */






} /* if (run_cotsel->serv_selected == 0) */
run_cotsel = run_cotsel->next~










extern int get_port_from_file(char *, char **);
extern void itoa(int, char *);
void connect_to_server(int, char *, char *, ulong *, int *, int *);
main(int argc, char *argv)
{
























if (argc < 2) {
printf("Usage: user <host_addr[version]> \n");
exit(O);
}
/* network connection => users try to connect to local license managers
* (file servers) in order to get services */
/* get port number from file */
own_addr = (char *) malloc(sizeof(char[ADDR_LEN]»;
own_port = get_port_from_file(argv[l], &own_addr);
/* local license manager port number (which users can connect to)
* = port number of remote license controller + 1 */
own_port++;
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/* Fill in the structure ttserv_addr" with the address of the
* server (local license manager) that we want to connect with. */
memset«char *) &serv_addr, 0, sizeof(serv_addr»;
serv_addr.sin_family = AF_INET;
serv_addr.sin_addr.s_addr = inet_addr(SERV_HOST_ADDR);
serv_addr. sin_port = htons(own_port);
/* Open a TCP socket (an Internet stream socket). */
if «sockfd = socket(AF_INET, SOCK_STREAM, 0» < 0) {
err_sys(tt<user> can't open stream socket\n tt );
}
/* Connect to the server. */
if (connect(sockfd, (struct sockaddr *)&serv_addr, sizeof(serv_addr» < 0) {





/* send host name of the local license controller (itself) to the
* remote license controller which it is being connected to.
* This name is read from file */







wait_time. tv_usec=O; /* Wait time is 5 seconds */
printf(ttREADY TO CONTINUE!!!! !\ntt );
printf(" lO0oIlO0oIlO0oIlO0oIlO0oIlO0oIlO0oIlO0oIlO0oIlO0oIlO0oIlO0oIlO0oIlO0oIlO0oIlO0oIlO0oIlO0oIlO0oIlO0oIlO0oIlO0oIlO0oI\n");




/* see if any descriptors are ready to be read, check at most 5 sec. */
/* see if there are input from keyboard or from socket */
if «(j = select(sockfd+l,&readset,NULL,NULL,&wait_time» > 0) {
log_time += D; /* increment logical time */
/* case reading from stdin */
if (FD_ISSET(O, &readset» { /* °= stdin */
strcpy(mesg, tt tt);
gets(mesg);
if (strlen(mesg) == 0) {
continue;
}






/* case reading from the socket descriptor */




strcpy(in_strl, strtok(in_str, " \n"))~
strcpy(in_str2, strtok(NULL, "\n"));
if (strcmp(in_strl, "/wait") == 0) {
printf("Please wait!! If you don't want to wait, enter < /exit >\n");
in_Iogtime = atoi(in_str2);
log_time = adjust_Iog_time(log_time, in_Iogtime);
}
else if (strcmp(in_strl, "/success") == 0) {
strcpy(serv_addr_str, strtok(in_str2, tI_ \n tl ));
strcpy(port_str, strtok(NULL, "_ tI));
strcpy(logtime_str, strtok(NULL, tI\ntl));
in_Iogtime =atoi(logtime_str);
log_time = adjust_Iog_time(log_time, in_Iogtime);
serv_port = atoi(port_str);









else if (strcmp(in_strl, tI/readytl) == 0) {
in_Iogtime =atoi(in_str2);
log_time = adjust_Iog_time(log_time, in_Iogtime);
printf("Enter </exit> to exit or <Iron> to use software\n");
}
else if (strcmp(in_strl, "/duplicatetl) == 0) {
in_Iogtime = atoi(in_str2);
log_time = adjust_Iog_time(log_time, in_Iogtime);
printf(tlyou already asked for a service, please wait!! or enter </exit> to quit\n");
}
else if (strcmp(in_strl, tl/not_availabletl ) == 0) {
in_Iogtime =atoi(in_str2);
log_time = adjust_Iog_time(log_time, in_Iogtime);









/* check if client wants to quit from the program */
if «strcmp(mesg, "exit ok\n tl) == 0) II





printf("Number of messages sending to RLC/LLM = %d\n", snd_msg);
printf(tlNumber of messages receiving from RLC/LLM =%d\n", rec_msg);




* connect to server: user tries to connect to RLC to use a software. After
* - - that, use software, and disconnect from the RLC.
* serv_port = server port (port of RLC to be connected)
* serv_addr_str = address of server (RLC)
* log_time = logical time of the user.
* snd_msg = total number of messages sending to RLCs/LLMs
* rec_msg = total number of messages receiving from RLCs/LLMs.
*------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
void connect_to_server(int serv_port, char *serv_addr_str, char *own_addr, ulong *log_time,









/* Fill in the structure tl serv addr" with the address of the
* server that we want to connect with. */




/* Open a TCP socket (an Internet stream socket). */
if «sockfd = socket(AF_INET, SOCK_STREAM, 0» < 0) {
printf("<user> can't open stream socket\n lt);
return;
}
/* Connect to the server. */
if (connect(sockfd, (struct sockaddr *)&serv_addr, sizeof(serv_addr» < 0) {
printf("<user> can't connect to server with fd = %d, addr: %s, port: %d\n", sockfd,
serv_addr_str, serv_port);
close(sockfd); /* close sockfd when connection fails */
}
else {










if «strcmp(mesg, "/run_software") != 0) && (strcmp(mesg, "/exit") != 0)) {
printf(ttWrong Command!!! Disconnect to server automatically\n");
printf("Enter </run> to use software, or </exit> to quit from the program\n");
}
if (strcmp(mesg, "/rnn_software") == 0) {
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